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= Thereare 4600 tons ofnuclear- _ quickly. Over half of America’s _ the Atlantic, wherever you — 
=powered submarine around nuclear reactors are in the move around the world, you’ll= 
~you. Your mission- to preserve Navy. And that means you get _ be moving up in your career— 

if (em Torte hands-on experience fast. Vas B bond CONE: ip ee ee 
Your job- to coordinate a You get rewarded fast, too. |= Find out more.about.an —— 

practice missile launch. Every- With a great starting salary of —exciting-future that vou can — 
thing about the sub is state-of- _ $22,000 that can build to as Sg 010) 
the-art, including you. much as $44,000 after five years. —See your Navy Recruiter or = 
The exercise-a success.You’re And with training and skills-__-CALL 800-327-NAVY¥—— 
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Editorial Engineerin 
Graduation Syndrome Abroad 5 

i Se ei a | (Saale arma mammal la] 

by Brian Lake ried sick” about my future, my finan- —_ by Michele Kwaterski 
cial future, that is. He said he desper- Have you ever dreamt of studying in 

Well, here I am, second semester of ately needed an hour of my time, at his anew and exotic land, experiencing a my senior year as an engineering stu- convenience, to tell me how he could different culture? Why fot: Study 
dent at Madison. Although Ihave two save me from the unknown evils of the broad? Now, beforestarting a job and 
more semesters to finish, graduation is business world. I was told that “it is a famit , in Bi ngerin : ciadents imminent. Getting this far in college is jungle out there.” So after giving it a hi an re aa ae vamer ar ar ina 
undoubtedly the most trying and diffi- little thought, I decided. “why not?” learning adventure abroard, 
cult task that I have ever experienced. When we met, he explained that (for UW M Asean an tains relation- 
It has involved a lot of hard work, long —_a “small” nominal percentage of all hips ithe 's I instit tion j _ 
hours, and dedication. earnings) he could take my hard earned Snips W1 t ee Gs msul “Fray m yan 
Although everyone has his or her money and invest it in risky business Noe coun Whe veloc blished an 

personal reasons for tolerating all the ventures. I politely said “I’ll think wae ee d Tae ee a fe na Bie 
work it takes to earn an engineering —_ about it, no thank you” and left before grams, rh Tater 18 JUS ee ing. 8 
degree, the satisfaction of knowing he attempted to sell me some prime fy ra © Same GAUE Hee 
you’ve accomplished your goal is a very swamp land in Arizona. Ae ) is availabl a ( ist neorines 
rewarding experience. However, col- It didn’t take me very long to get the tara at with their pl na to’ ati ae 
lege is more than just hard work. Col- _ picture. These “friends” of mine want aby ad “Credit oF P we ¢ an ‘ 
lege life also involves many social my money, and they want it long before a an : oa nid and holarchins we 
activities. These include meeting new I even earn it. The audacity of some a8 vsferatl aid ENG Senolars Fie are 
people and making new friends; often _ people really shocks me. Here I am, a era i toan eh ecospai egree. 
they are your classmates, people who nearing the completion of a five year b . ome etude i © ecourace dite 
you learn and work with (or in some __ engineering education, only to discover e, many Students are Ciscouraged Sy 
instances, learn to work with). that there are numerous people who 

I've realized that one of the fringe _ feel they have a personal obligation to . ‘ 
benefits of working toward my engi- help me “reap the rewards” of my time A study abroad is a growing 
neering degree is the friendships I’ve _ and efforts. What is even more amaz- experience in any persons life. 
made along the way. This year, how- ing is that these people actually assume 
ever, I have found that I(asenior near I need their help, and that I, as an 
graduation) have more friends than I engineer, am too inept to handle my Pere TR NT 
ever thought I had. Take the other day _ own private business affairs. the added expenses involved with 
for example. While sitting around, try- What I really don’t need are these studying abroad. You may be sur- 
ing to motivate myself to study, Ire- “friends.” What Ido need isajob.It’sa prised to know that students are eligi- 
ceived a telephone call from an agent —_ shame that job offers aren’t as abund- ble for the same financial aid abroad as 
from the “Fly-By-Night Financial ant as the number of people who are _— they are at U.W.-Madison. In fact, 
Planning and Investment Services.” willing to take risks with someone additional scholarships are available. 
The agent told me that he was “wor- else’s money. o Solveig Christenson, a Civil and En- 

vironmental engineering student, is 
having a terrific time studying for a 

hey, year in Trondheim, Norway. The op- 
Co portunity for her to study in the Nor- 

¢ ‘S3 way-U.W. Engineering Exchange 
eC Program was made possible by the 
i Brittingham Trust Scholarship award- 

ed to her as an outstanding student. 
a J . A study avon is a ee os 

a. . ence in any student's life. It is a chance 
ZN “eee to be exposed to a new culture and to 

epee ww = become a different, more capable per- 
I <¥ ’ p C¢e oh fo SO son—an aspect any job interviewer 

AS a 5 Dy Wee yy / will mark as a plus in your school 
_—_ ca F / years. Whether you spent weekends 

. LOL Py PO Z skiing in the alps or were introduced to 
ae, 4 ens oe ge ge the latest technological advances in 

Oe ye Japan, you will look back on and build 
“ « from astudy abroad experience for the 

J) Do You Ever +AKE THAT THING 26F Pit rest of your life: ° Qo 

“NO WAU BABY! MY BROKER MIGHT CALL / * 
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e@ Project Trochos 

A Quest for Teaching Innovation 
LL a FS | Teese] 

by Paul A. Stone 

Project Trochos is not a new Greek ERS/T 

restaraunt on State Street. It is the \ b 
University of Wisconsin - Madison’s 
search for revolutionary ideas in teach- J O 
ing methods. Trochos (tro kos; Greek S 
for wheel) is intended to act as a cata- Qs OQ AN 

lyst, by prompting university faculty 
to develop innovative ways of incorpo- A 
rating microcomputer technology into 

the classroom. The project will have a 
substantial impact on every discipline Ss =< 

on campus. Present proposals range A ~Y 

from the simulation of nuclear power Ss O 

plant operation to the analysis of herd Y/N 
problems in animal production. Y 

The multi-million dollar program is Q O N 
funded jointly by the University and Q 
the International Business Machines O | 
Corporation, IBM, through a $7.5 mil- Ny 
lion IBM Advanced Education Project S] N ws 
Grant. Clifford B. Gillman, associate 
director of the Madison Academic 
Computing Center and director of Pro- 

St casual hen an iid eres proposals to accept, based upon how 1BM mainframe computer. The link- 
eight proposals which were chosen in a well the proposals fulfill the goals of ing will provide instant access to, and 
campus-wide competition. Three addi- Project Trochos: to develop instruc- enable an exchange of, previously un- 
tional competitions will be conducted tional software and innovative teach- available software. 

to determine the specific use of the !"® applications for the microcompu- 
grant: the first was completed Febru- ter workstation. Once accepted by the a a 

ary 1 of this year, and the second and — Tropes a ecm 
: . : - approved by the chancellor icean . . . 

Fe Pe en tout, ar ee finally by IBM. oe Project Trochos will provide 
iy.” : oe College ote ee ue the opportunity for a better, 

ed three propo: i niti - * ore * 
cation for the grant. These are: the use more diversified curriculum, 
of the microcomputer workstation for as well as a more Interesting 

rns the digital signal phoneesing unalieis and informative classroom 
of audio signals; the development of a 

Th I diffraction and crystallographic labor- atmosphere. 
i e proposa Ss undergo a atory; and the creation of a nuclear fis- 
rigorous review once submit- sion reactor simulation laboratory. SSS 

ted for Project Trochos grants. The nuclear engineering plan for the 
microcomputer workstation, submit- While faculty will benefit from Tro- 

ted by Professor Gregory A. Moses and chos, the ultimate benefactor will be 
—.———— Associate Professor Michael L. Corra- the student. Project Trochos will pro- 

dini, would form the basis of a new vide the opportunity for a better, more 
course on the operation of a nuclear diversified curriculum, as well as a 

The proposals undergo a rigorous _ power plant. This course would com- more interesting and more informa- 
review once submitted for Project plement design courses by simulating tive classroom atmosphere. The pro- 
Trochos grants. Department chair- practical experience in reactor opera- ject will add a new dimension to re- 
persons must ensure that the depart- tion. Project Trochos funding is vital search, teaching, and learning, affect- 

ment can meet its contribution to the for the establishment of the course. ing each in ways as revolutionary as 
proposal. A faculty review committee It is expected that over 1000 work- the invention of the trochos affected 
headed by Gillman thendecides which __ stations will be linked together by an society. o 
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by Scott Knox 

A small building on the west end of 

the engineering campus holds a small 
but exceptional portion of the engi- ae 
neering curriculum. It has evolved © gata 
from the Engineering Concepts Cur- ee. ] , 3 
riculum Project, E.C.C.P. (see p. 20. : oo 1 
W.E., Oct. 68) to a department known 4 "4 _ t 4 
for innovative teaching methods. The ‘ 7 i : 
Faculty of General Engineering and . a 
Professor James J. McNeary have Sk on 
combined the courses of Technical G3 Vy" . : wr te, : 
Writing and Descriptive Geometery i” ch? ae ea 
with the technology of microcomput- \ Ves) 2 me ——— “ ” —- 
ing to pave a new road in engineering N — a aie at 4 y ‘ae ae 
education. The origin of this project is eee ee ge ee ee . we 
an interesting story. oo 9 — , 3 a= 
What was the E.C.C.P.? In 1964, the —_ eS lO bas 

Commission on Engineering Educa- ek i i = lili jo 
tion in Washington, D.C., with spon- a ae 
sorship from the National Science x, ~ — Foundation and the National Academy / =. 
of Engineering, developed a course for | ite ws, 
high school students. The course com- . ime ll 
bined the physical sciences and engi- An IBM program provides equipment for integrating computers in the class- neering concepts from solving prob- room. 
lems of a “man-made world.” The pro- 
ject goal was to provide to high school Today, the General Engineering _ fessor. Heisn’t. He contends that he isa 
students of all backgrounds and inter- building has changed dramatically. teacher first and foremost. With thirty- 
ests an understanding of the applica- | The exterior has been resided. Only _ Seven teachers in his family tree, and 
tion and impact of current technology. _ two rooms remain as drafting labora- _ thirty-four years of teaching experi- 
The University of Wisconsin-Madison, tories, one of them will soon bea hybrid ence under his belt, he has ample evi- 
along with four other leading universi- _ drafting/eomputer graphics facility. dence to support his contention. 
ties, was a training ground for high The rest of the rooms seem to have McNeary deals with the foundations 
school teachers in the Project. taken on a“U” shape, with microcom- of Descriptive Geometry from the During this time the Drawing De- puters at every other seat. Even the opening class session. Topics including 
partment, dreaded by most freshman __ bathrooms have been renovated! Some Gaspard Monge (the original pioneer 
and sophomore engineering students, | might be tempted to say the Depart- of Descriptive Geometry: circa late 
was experiencing declining enroll- ment is no longer the same, but it is. 1700's), Plane and Analytic Geometry, 
ment. Then many positive events be- The foundation has not changed, the and graphical problems, (true length, 
gan to occur, possibly by chance. A basic ideas are now benefiting from true size, piercing point, etc.), are ex- 
turnover of faculty in the department application of new tools and a unique pounded clearly, with relevance and 
resulted in an influx of new and crea- design of the classrooms. Among the examples. The basics are clearly im- 
tive educators. A number of courses various courses offered through Gen- portant. What makes his classroom 
that embraced the ideas of theE.C.C.P. _ eral Engineering, two of special inter- unusual? Tools! 
were offered. Finally a clever young __ est are Descriptive Geometry and Tech- Professor McNeary’s use of tools con- man who came as a participant inthe _ nical Writing. stitutes his revolutionary approach. 
Project, and then developed equip- James McNeary, Professor of De- __He states in the introduction of the ment, analog and logic circuits, and scriptive Geometry, and Chairman of __ text, Introductory Descriptive Geome- experiments, joined the department. the Department, was that young lad __ try via Microcomputer, that “you must These events and others were signifi- | who was developing equipment and recognize that this is not a ‘Computer cant and proved to be a uniquely lively experiments for the Engineering Con- Science’ course. It is an Engineering- combination of individuals, ideas, and cepts Curriculum Project. From his Graphics course—pure and simple!” interests. The Drawing Department list of inventions and other accom- The computer has been adapted to was becoming the General Engineer- _plishments Professor McNeary might _ many teachingsituations. Far too often ing Department. be considered mainly a research pro- __ it is introduced as an advanced logic 
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machine. Professor McNeary intro-  beingenhanced by theuseofa“TOOL.” computers, and an overhead video dis- 
duces the computer as simply a Again, the microcomputer! This time _ play. The unit allows the instructor to 
“TOOL”. His awareness of the society _it is programmed for word processing | switch what ison hisscreen onto all the 
in which we live and its fast pace are instead of graphics. student monitors, or to the overhead 
reflected in what he emphasizes: “The The word processor is rapidly be- display. Similarly, if a student has a 
computer is a tool. An engineering comingastandardtoolforanyonewho question or a good example on her 
artifact which is much faster, more _ would otherwise use a typewriter. It’s | screen, it can be transferred to the 
accurate, and much more versatile as important to the engineer as it is to other student monitors or to the over- 
than any previous engineering aid.” the writer. The word processor is an _ head display. The system, designed by 
Most people are aware of this fact, but important step from the typewriter in Professor McNeary, has enhanced both 
this educator is practicing it. Thesuc- allowing the user to update and ma- instructor and student productivity. 
cess of this method lies in the under- _nipulate the written communication, In addition to these two courses, all 
standing and application of Descrip- _ whether it be data reports or text. the other courses in the General Engi- 
tive Geometry learned “through the The first section of the Technical neering Department together contri- 
elbow” by some five hundred students Writing course made the transition to bute to its success. Is this success ac- 
per year. using microcomputers two summer conta Noe ore Sl diver- 

a ago. Professors Don Woolston, and sity among the faculty of this Depart- 
ee one eerie Terry Reynolds were quick to com- ment there exists a common thread: a 
of thirteen teaching ‘staff and indis- plete the transition. All ten sections of deep concern for the undergraduate 

pensable individuals. Another unique the course are now using both the engineering student. Departmental 
classroom and the word processing 
room. The classroom portion is devoted 

eee to lectures, presentations, discussions, . 
and group work in the computer por. The success lies in the under- 

Professor McNeary introduces tion of the class, the students become standing and applications of 
. I familiar with the computer and its descriptive geometry learned 

the computer as simply 4 word processing capabilities. Outside a P & ry 
“TOOL.” of class time, the students have access through the elbow” by some 

to the computer room six days a week, five hundred students per 
es §6UNt! Opem. year. 

quality of the course has something to 
do with “logging.” Cee EEE 

The term logging does not refer it 
signing on or off of acomputer. Instea «ope . 
it refers to the basics of the cent See ke eae 

i i raction. Professor ; A : 
Srey aaa ee that the best ae of Le goal has been remarka- 
communication occurs when people sit For Gur GuenatCn of the activi- 

ik fe ae ne ties of the General Engineering faculty 

tie pe for Wisconsin classrooms. So over the last ten years it can be shown 
McNeary settled for a “U’-shaped ar- that, per full time employee, this staff 

rangement which approximates sit- has produced more new and pertinent 
ting on logs around a campfire. material; incorporated more state-of- 

The reasons forthis layout are sii- the-art technologies; and served more 

le. First, everyone is in the “front students than any other department 
pes hich y tes ai ‘on. & within the College of Engineering! aan eee ee Their secs acer Some 
: fs i people see the quality of this Depart- 

LNeTRNAR BEE Be age ment as an ingredient to another goal. 
: 5 : yey A Persian proverb suggests “Thinking 

aa ee a wal owl panning wel wierd 
in pairs: two students to one computer He aren eu ts a 

terminal. This increases group effort oo best! 

nd teamwork skills and minimizes Sates pags sane ; . 

eauipinat® expense. Originally the computer room had ti This iy ne means ihe eae 

The Technical Writing course, GE- _ twelve Apple Ile computers that used builaiy e the west 6 : : o smal 

397, uses the triple “I” approach: Indi- _ the Applewriter wordprocessing soft- BENE on Se en h Ene ssa 
viduals who have Ideas and Interest. _ ware. In the process of upgrading the fessor James} Many vary offe rethie’ PO” 
The basic goal istohelpstudentslearn facilities, the Apples ee a sory ames ds MON eary Ollers Unis poem: 

communication skills, and this goal is with the same number 0: -PCs . ; ve 

seldom out of sight. It has been faught using an improved software package All CES ue mortal power 

in General Engineering for ten years. called Volkswriter Deluxe. The com- Hidden t vat et hed are 

The purpose of the course hasn’t _ puter facility is also unique in the way Th a a 0 obi ¢ fl coat 

changed much over the years. Inspite the computers are interconnected. A ie i cans hen ba ie Owe 

of this there has been a R/Evolutionin switching unit connects the instruc- without troubling a star. 

the classroom. Technical Writing is tor’s computer, the twelve student —Francis Thompson 
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OSHKOSH: A UNIGUE NAME a 

....,and a unique job opportunity. For seven decades 
= Oshkosh Truck Corporation has built specialized vehicles 

LiL to meet severe duty applications worldwide. 

atl a? Join Oshkosh—the name counted on for specialized, high 
eo - Rs technology vehicle requirements. Built in Oshkosh, Wisconsin 

[wage oe since 1917. Where quality counts—because people care. 

oN el For more information about Oshkosh Truck, write or call 
Judy Ross, Salaried Personnel Manager. 
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Oshkosh Truck Corporation / ] 
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Writing Contest 
N TOPIC N 

N All entries should address one or a combination of these issues: i 

N — current research in engineering N 

N — application and impact of technology \ 

\ — social issues regarding technology i 

N \ \ | GUIDELINES N 

‘ 1. Length: 500-2000 words. N 
N 2. Allentries must orient the reader and be useful to a broad audience. N \ N 3. All entries must be typed and double-spaced. Ny 

N 4. Entries will be judged by appropriateness of topic, organization, clarity, and use of i 
N standard English. N 

N 5. All entries must be turned in to the Wisconsin Engineer mailbox, located on the N 

N first floor of the Mechanical Engineering building, by April 15, 1985. Please N 
N include name, address, telephone number, and major. N 

Ny 6. The Wisconsin Engineer magazine reserves the right to publish any and all N 
\ entries. \ 

N| PRIZES N 
‘ First place: $150.00 ‘ | 

‘ Second place: $100.00 ‘ 

N Third place: $50.00 N 

‘ Ifyou have any questions, stop by or call the Wisconsin Engineer magazine, Room 101, i 
T-21 (corner of University and Breese Terrace), 262-3494. N 

WILD LIFE By John Kovalic 

GOD, | HATE LAB PHYSICAL CHemisTeY IS [1 Counp HAVE TAKEN ‘J a 
REPORTS, | DON'T KNOW SO BANAL, BORING AND A USEFUL. CLASS AN && | WONDER IF THERE 
WHY | EVEN TOOK THIS USELESS. | DONT Believe INTERESTING CLASS, AY ARE SNLL ANY OFEN- 
STUPID PHYSICAL CHEmsTRY | I'M IN IT. WHAT A WASTE | WORTHWHILE CLASss INGS IN CHEMICAL 
CLASS. OF TIME . PHYSICAL CHEM. INSTEAD OF PHYSICAL if PHYSICS 2 

HAH! R CHEMISTRY! 
O / Oo 

Oo § o oO 

/e © og Go a 

Ll / » / \ 
tn Sy: i : \g| S43 e me | Sees. re A oe Z Eas i my = 

— Cw ios p—— > id = ‘as Lous 
A See . EER 

Fle ee me id ir ( wal © 
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Makin’ WUPPE 
[ST OP SP Meee] 

i Professor Nordsieck will be Samuel T. Nordsieck said he was the chief 
hy Chins Olson Durrance, an associate research scien- | mover ehind the Photo-Polarimeter, 

Astronomer Kenneth H. Nordsieck tist in the Department of Physics. and having worked on the project for five 

has set his sights on the space shuttle. Astronomy at Johns Hopkins Univer- _years. The device cost about $6 million 
The 38-year-old associate professor _Sity. Also selected was Ronald A. to build atthe UW-Madison laboratory 

at the University of Wisconsin-Madi- _ PraiseoftheComputer ScienceCorpor- _and the total cost of the project is esti- 
son was selected to accompany a uni- ation. Praise developed his research mated at about $50 million. . 
versity telescope on two space flights interests in binary star systems while Professor Nordsieck said he applied 
beginning in March 1986. working for the Goddard Space Flight for one of the three payload specialist 

The National Aeronautics and Space Center. slots because he wanted to see the tele- 

Administration contracted with the 
UW to build an ultraviolet telescope as ess ; ees 
part of a $6.5-million project in 1979. niet i  .. 
The Wisconsin Ultraviolet Photo-Po- a. -  .@.@=2—se 
larimeter Experiment, called -. _ eS 
WUPPE, will join similar telescopes Ss lUlUlUmUmUmC~—~—O~—C—C—C 
made by Johns Hopkins University : : —  hmrtr~—~—srC 
and the Goddard Space Center, both in — ne | —rrtw~stsws~—~—”—™——C 
Maryland, aboard three space shuttle a a >. a rrrt—e——=“ =S 

“The telescope was home-built en- a q : —shClrUlUrtrt 
tirely at Wisconsin,” Nordsieck said. . | al | | eS Cts«w SP 
The Astronomy Department, under — , | io hl 
contract with NASA, operates the Oe ce eS ee ne 
Space Astronomy Laboratory. The oa a a = | | Re 
Laboratory has excellent electronic =~ itt en > -“ £: ae 
and optical facilities, which are used to “ eet ow La : Le 

Ci Se age a a 

“Of course, the chancetoride  [; \ \ Lt \ | is 
in the shuttle is something ec ic 5 a 
you’d not let slip by.” Pa aob Se Po — I \ 

\ ve i oo nt] a 
.U on) 

fabricate space flight instruments. \ “Vw Ae pest 
Students have the opportunity of par- I Ee i} w ZG. ? oA 
ticipating in space astronomy  pro- ee // wy afi é yf 4 
grams utilizing sounding rockets and ites LG | A we. 
the space shuttle. Staff members are < Gi of : vf s | ™ 
directly involved with three of the five Uj ‘., . a. . . if 
focal plane instruments aboard the lg Ae 4 . er). 
NASA Space Telescope. Staff and stu- Vy A 38 7 So ee 
dents are also involved in the interpre- N suet = / 
tation of ultraviolet observations of a |) +~y ‘ 1 - - ‘ - J 
wide variety of celestial objects made ‘ yY. — ; 
by the International Ultraviolet Ex- a Cy _ y 
plorer satellite. - : ca a. | ner \ 

One payload specialist was selected c ‘ oy 7 oe « 
from each telescope’s design team. AG 3 oN . : 
Riding two at a time, the researchers 

will take turns on the three flights, — Wisconsin's Professor Nordsieck performs research on shuttle flight with 
with each getting to ride twice. Joining — Madison-built UW telescope. 
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scope work. “Of course, the chance to wi... 2] = i, ae oa 
ride in the shuttle is not something fh 8 . me oe a 
you'd let slip by, especially if you’re an Y “, © — | be Pq . Ls ae 
astronomer,” he said. a et fs ci | oa 

So ee Sh es i 
oe Roe ee h a and coe || 

oe Z| Ke ee 
“In some cases we have a {¢> & = *! aA \ ee. 
pretty good idea of what we < _ a aa re \ 
ought to see. In others, it is a>) “BA (En As - ee 
pretty much guesswork.” aNg ee Na i. ati ee 

, ice th ' i SS eee 
Beis \ ee . . 

A former UW astronomy professor, ‘ | gs Ve a \ 4 
Robert Parker, who is now a veteran i r *F a . \ | / 
NASA astronaut, will be the mission wm > @ A ©) Wl i 
specialist responsible for directing the Dy “<< r».0C0@6©% = UNG ( 4 Pw 
telescopes’ general focus. I it, \ =. \ ae eee” 

As a payload specialist, Nordsieck 2 hx — a | 4 NY Lo 7 
willundergo arelatively scant 80 hours  cncninee De 2k) os yr / 
of space training. NASA has decided a > Ep | Y a 
that shuttle travel is safe and anyone in — i! a pc Vs 
good health and possessing needed 7 =—._ ==. 
skills can be sent. Nordsieck’s special [i . § egy 
skills will be used to focus the delicate | LA L 4.. 
instrumentation on 100 selected sites 4 4 oo Lg / tis 
in order to study the surrounding ultra- ea — 
violet radiation. The space shuttle flight will be the first opportunity for UW astronomy experi- 

The three telescopes will study the menters to observe Halley’s comet. 

ultraviolet light that bounces off the 
Earth’s ozone layer and can’t be seen tell them something new about the The comet itself is basically a wan- 
from the ground. Johns Hopkins’ tele- | composition of comets, the formation dering iceball. The nucleus is believed 
scope will study the extreme ultra- of solar systems, and the accuracy of to be ice, dust, and frozen gases pre- 
violet waves. The Goddard telescope current methods of observing space served from the creation of the solar 
will take images of the ultravioletlight | phenomena from the earth. system billions of years ago. Surround- 
waves that the other two telescopes “In some cases we have a pretty good ing the nucleus is the coma, a layer of 

view. idea of what we ought to see,” Nord- gases melted as it approaches the Sun. 
sieck said. “In other cases, it’s pretty | Only about three miles across, Halley’s 
much guesswork.” is one of the most spectacular of comets. 

ws The telescope will study Halley’s Its long tail of dust and ionized parti- 
Comet when it crosses into the Sun’s cles stretches thousands of miles from 

» s orbit about 80 million miles away from the small nucleus. The tail, swept by 
iT the shuttle. The famous comet speeds _ the solar wind, always points away 

i R past the earth once every 76.1 years. from the sun whether the comet is 
j - N 4 The last time around, in 1910, astron- | 2Pproaching or retreating, and shrinks 

y y omers could do little more than gaze at les ane comet recedes millions of 
e OS iiiae it through telescopes. HEHE Se: SPOS: 

Z| Ss 5 For sen tia: oad the world, it Scientists hope to compare the data 
ik Mier si ve will be their closest look ever at the from the nearer 4 and the tele- 

Z| itinerant ball of ice and dust. With  8¢9pe aboard the low-Earth orbiting 
Zz \ Halley’s return, as many as four space shuttle to discover how accurately they 

A H probes may get a close-up look at the | have been seeing the comet from a 
euh a comet: distance. 

rm a I OM The plan is for the Japanese and As 1986 and the shuttle launch grow 

iW a European groups to launch their own Nearer, we step towards the next age in 
(y ‘ ht missions, although there is a possibil- astronomy. The utilization of ultra- 

ity the United States might do it for violet radiation will add yet another 

Wisconsin’s telescope, which works them, with a more powerful rocket. It Sense with which we can view the 
similarly to a common reflecting tele- is also believed the Russians are work- heavens. Expectations loom large for 
scope, will focus on the direction of the ing with the French on a joint mission, this project, christened Astro-1. For 

ultraviolet waves seen around some using Soviet rockets to place French "0, we can only sit and wait to see if 
objects in space, like comets and stars balloons in the atmosphere of Venus. _ the massive monetary investments in 
forming planetary systems, according After this mission is completed, the the space shuttle program will yield 
to Nordsieck. craft would continue on to Halley’s still more dividends for our scientific 

Scientists hope the experiments will comet. community. a 

Wisconsin Engineer, February 1985 
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BECOME PART OF THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER 

TRADITION! 

Find out more by calling 262-3494. 

LLL a rT a EP NTO LEM NTS 

’ : E a BROWN’S BOOK SHOP Gontinents ie 
THE ENGINEER’S STORE 
SPECIALIZING IN ENGINEERING BOOKS We're on Regent Street, opposite 
SUPPLIES AND ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS, the Brat Und Brau. 
ENGINEER'S DO IT BE ‘ . 

TTER BECAUSE OF Margarita McMorris 
’ Manager BROWN’S BOOK SHOP Campus Office: 

/ : 1402 Regent St. 1319 University Ave. 
i Madison, WI 53715. Madison, WI 58711 : (608) 257-6336 
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Interview Time! 
Company Interview Dates 
LE er es ee es eee | [cee anere MES 

SO YOU WANT A JOB, EH? MARCH Monday, 11 
Friday, 1 Donohue and Associates 

Applied Physics Labs Electronic Data Systems 
COMPANY INTERVIEW DATES Andrew Corporation Harnischfeger Company (1 of 2) 

Bell Communications Research Impell Corporation 
This schedule is the latest up-to-date Eaton/Cutler Hammer Miller Electric Manufacturing 

list of on-campus interviews for second Gould, Incorporated Oshkosh Truck Corporation 

semester. However, it is subject to Institute of Paper Chemistry Snap-On Tools 
change; check the bulletin boards in Nekoosa Papers Standard Microsystems 

the Placement office, Room 1150, Racal-Milgo Timken Corporation 
Engineering Building, or call 262-3471 Strapdown Associates Wisconsin Public Service (1 of 2) 
to confirm dates of interviews. Sign-up | Monday, 4 Tuesday, 12 
folders are placed on the rack in the American Electric Power ‘Warn chfower C Sof D 
Placement Office one week in advance, Hughes Aircraft I HI aie ompany (2 of 2) 
and students must sign up by 4:00 p.m. MCC Powers Thier a us ith t 

one full day before the scheduled visit. Marathon Electric "(FLL Wayne IN) er 
So comb your hair, tie your tie, don’t Mostek Litton Micra Cooki 
run your nylons and GOOD LUCK! Motorola (Semiconductor, A2) eet A AIA BaTABRE TE NCR Corporation Residuals Management Technology 

: Rosemount, Inc. (1 of 2) 
FEBRUARY Xicor (1 of 2) Wi in Public Service (2 of 2 

Monday, 25 Motorola (Semiconductor, A2) ‘Arm ublic Service (2 of 2) 
FMC Corporation International U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

Henkel Corporation Tuesday, 5 Wednesday, 13 
Madison Gas and Electric Lawrence Livermore Labs Advanced Micro Devices 
Joseph T. Ryerson & Son Motorola, Incorporated Application Engineering 
Sperry Computer Systems/ Northern States Power (Eau Claire) Gleason Works 

Semiconductors Sperry Corporation/Computer Owens Corning Fiberglass 
Travenol Labs Systems Rosemount Incorporated (2 of 2) 

Tuesday, 26 Xicor (2 of 2) Schlumberger Wells Services (1 of 2) 

Barber Coleman Wednesday, 6 U.S. Navy (1 of 2) 
Data General Corporation Amsted Industries Thursday, 14 
Eveo Plastics Battelle Columbus Labs Aqua-Chem, Incorporated 

Procter & Gamble Litton Systems Beech Aircraft (Wichita) (tentative) 

(Manufacturing Mgt.) Ohmeda (Ohio Medical Products) Bell Northern Research (ENR) 
Wisconsin State Government Quaker Oats Convergent Technologies 

(group meetings) Weyerhaeuser Company (1 of 2) Intergraph Corporation 
Wednesday, 27 nnlpel Corporation eppiin petit {ocean Phot 

a eace Lorps chlumberger Wells Services (2 of 2) 
el Products ns ag Avion Center Federal Bureau of Lrivestization 

2 ursday, .S. Air Force 
oo Union Boeing Company (Seattle) (1 of 2) U.S. Navy (2 of 2) 

Johnson Controls/Systems & GTE Corporation 
Services (1 of 2) Intel Corporation (1 of 2) March 16-24: Spring Recess 

‘Texas Instruments (lof) Northern States Power (MN) (1 of 2) 
t Shure Brothers, Incorporated Thursday, 28 Xerox Corporation ursday, 

Weyerhaeuser Company (2 of 2) Analytic Services (ANSER) 
Thursday, 28 Friday, 8 Allied Bendix Aerospace 

Chicago Bridge and Iron Boeing Company (Seattle) (2 of 2) Fisher Controls (1 of 2) 
Johnson Controls/Control Products CAI Recon/Optical, Incorporated International Hough 

(2 of 2) . Cray Research (Div. Dresser Inds.) 
Johnson Controls/Globe Union Foseco, Incorporated International Paper Company 

(2 of 2) Intel Corporation (2 of 2) New England Electric 
Johnson Controls/ Systems & «MIT Lincoln Labs (open house March 27) 
* serie (2 of 2) vial . (open house March 6) Sunmen Products 
ee papruments (2 of 2) Northern States Power (MN) (2 of 2) Riley Stoker Corporation 
Witconain: Deck of . Northrop Corporation Uarco, Incorporated 

pt. of Transportation Presto Products Wisconsin Power and Light 
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by Jeaneen Haley scious of your own body’s arrange- leg lifts are to be done. Lift arm and 
ment. He suggests you lieon your back legs simultaneously, remembering to 
with your legs comfortably apart, and —_ exhale as you lift. Try to achieve the 

For those of us who are always look- _ arms relaxed at your side. Now think degree of precision in which your arm 
ing for ways to improve ourselves, of your body in halves—being divided and leg touch the floor at thesame time 
Awareness Through Movement pro- downthe middle. Takenoticeofwhere 
vides a logical and extremely effective each part of your body touches the 
approach to improvement of the mind ground and compare it with the other 
and body. The author placesemphasis side. Notice how the hip lies on the 
on our mental awareness. Hesuggests ground, and how the heel sets. Does it 
before our physical aspects can be turn outwards? This process of mental 
changed, we must first realize what awareness of your body’s own symme- 
our muscles are doing at a given mo- __ try isof the utmost importance when it 
ment and how to alter their move- comes to making muscle movement 

ments. the least stressful to the body, and 
seasccwecmnese io eliminating superfluous motions. Once 

this mental awareness has been a- 
4 chieved, the reader then progresses to 

**. 63) AE \ the physical applications of this 
/ ca ee _ knowledge. 

oO | The spine, which is truly the ruler of 
Al A fe / NH | \ our body’s symmetry, is the first part 
PE IE ES 2 | which to work on. Lie on your stomach 
Tr . with feet comfortably apart, head lying 

‘ ef K vy | on one cheek, and arms placed above 
Wi OS aw the head, bent at the elbows. See Fig- op. 
Nie VIR V ure A. Gently lift one arm, pivoting at Considering the vast number 
ae ae rerum ekd JA the shoulder joint only (the elbow will of self-improvement books on 

4 Nar” | generally be higher up than therestof the market, ‘‘Awareness 
s the arm.) Finger-tips should be lax; try 99 6 8 

kt “a to attain no tenseness below the elbow. Through Movement” is in a 
Se Lift your arm two or three inches off Class by itself. 
Pe es the floor, making each movement se- 
| parate and complete. Do 25 lifts, then $$$ —______ 
| switch arms. 
oO Next, roll over onto your back, feet after each individual lift. Repeat 25 
fe apart and arms straight above the times and switch sides. Next, do the 
= . head and approximately the distance same exercise but with one arm and 
The self-image becomesincreasingly apart that your legs are. See FigureB. the opposite leg. Repeat with other important here, as the self-image con- Slip your hand under your spine and side. Remember to do the exercise with 

sists of four components: movement, see how much space you have between proper breathing and simultaneous 
sensation, feeling, and thought. The the floor and the small of your back. If leg-arm movement. After this is 
extent to which these components are _these exercises are done properly, the through, relax, arms at sides. Notice 
present in an action may vary, buteach —_ gap should be eliminated. Now liftone __ the difference in how the body touches 
will be present to some extent. Quite arm, pivoting at theshoulder. Keepthe _ the floor compared with before. These 
often people don’t realize that bad  armstraightand useonly theshoulder _ exercises provide an immediate aware- 
physical habits can easily bealtered by muscles. Breathing here becomes im- _ ness of what simple movements can do 
feeling the sensation of an unprecise portant; you should be exhaling asyou __ to reduce superfluous movement. 
body movement, knowing the correct —_ift, and inhaling as your arm returns Considering the vast number of self- 
movement, then executing it until the to the floor. Do 28 lifts, then proceed to improvement books on the market, 
body has learned the less stressful the other arm. Awareness Through Movement is in a 
method. . Now it is time for the legs to become class by itself, because of the immedi- 

According to the author, no one’s participants. Notice the way the leg/ acy of the results. “Awareness is the 
body is truly symmetrical. Therefore, hip rests on the floor. Turn your hip highest stage in man’s development, 
correct posture is all relative to the gently outward so that the feet are and when it is complete it maintains a 
individual. The author offers asimple generally pointing away from one an- harmonious ‘rule’ over the body’s activ- 
mental exercise for becoming con- other. It isin this position that the arm- ities.” a 
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Engineers Are 
e e 

IC Chip Protection Law People, Too 

TEE (al iar; 

by Lisa Peschel duced for 10 years after the layout is | by A. C. Diehi 
registered or after the pattern is first | 
introduced. In the latter case the patt- “Hi, have you done your 430 yet?” 

On January 7, 1985, Intel Corpora- ern must be registered within two “Which eae 4” ges yer 
tion,a manufacturer ofsemiconductor _ years after its introduction. “gn , 
memory and microprocessor compo- Tom Dunlap, Intel’s general counsel “Yes, I’ve done 1 & 2on 4.” 
nents, registered the first integrated and secretary, stated that unautho- “Did you get 225 on 12” 
circuit (IC) protected under the new _ rized chip duplication—“IC piracy”— “No, that’s too high; I got 122 for lon 
Chip Protection Act. This act, like has been a problem for years, both in 4.” , 

copyright law, makes it illegal tocopy _ the U.S., and in Japan. Dunlap hopes “I must be missing a 2 somewhere.” 
the topographical patterns on in- the act will also encourage the devel- 
tegrated circuits introduced after July opment of chips that were previously 
1, 1983. The pattern cannot be repro- _ considered economically marginal. © 

Glataiatatialtaialialataiataiatalatiatalaliatalalaiala 
Ga 

©Motorola MC68000 

Duplication of this integrated circuit is in violation of the 
IC Protection Act. “Yeah, I guess. Did you do 2 on 4?” 

“T did 1/2 of 2. I got about 10 to the ro’: 398-62-1306 oh 
10 to the 6th! I got 10 to the 5th! 

Guess I’m missing a 10! I’ll have to go 
DOOOOOODOOOOOOOOOOOOOODOOoIL back to square 1.” 

“Okay, see you in B103 for 221 at 
1:20.” 

Graphic by Kurt Worrell Wealuisee you: ° 

Accident Blurbs 

Prepared by Schneidman, Myers, The guy was all over the road; I had to struck my vehicle and vanished. 
Dowling, Blumenfield & Albert — swerve a number of times before I hit I told the police that I was not injured, 

Law Firm him. but on removing my hat, I found that I 
. . had fractured my skull. 

y le eee tokilla fly, [drove into Iwas sure the old fellow would never 
What you sayean hurtyou.Inacri- @ telephone pole. . make it to the other side of the road when 

sis situation, whether it be an automo- I had been driving fon. forty ed I struck him. 

bile accident, an incident involving the when I fell asleep at the wheel and ha I saw the slow-moving, sad faced gen- 
police, or other personal crisis, people — @ accident. . tleman as he bounced off the hood of my 
who under normal circumstances I was on my way to the doctor with — gay, 

might respond in acalmand collected rear end trouble when my universal The indirect cause of this accident 
manner often say thingsthatmaycome joint gave way causing me to have an oa Little guy inasmall car with a big 
back to haunt them. The following accident. ; mouth. “ = 
responses were actual answers on As I approached the intersection, a 5 ‘ ea 
traffic forms from individuals involved sign suddenly appeared in a place ime 
in traffic mishaps: where no stop sign had ever appeared BEYOUS : y 

. point. Your Legal Service Plan attor- 
A truck backed through my wind- before. . neys are only a phone call away at 1- 

shield into my wife's face. My car was legally parked as it — 390-249-7222 or 414-271-8650. A call 
A pedestrian hit me and went under backed into the other vehicle. for legal advice when you need it may 

my car. Aninvisible car came out of nowhere, save you from problems later. Oo 
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These are revolutionary This transformation of 
onver t the changes that can result in manufacturing from the past 

e e better-made products, manu- _ to the future creates a need 
product ton l me factured of new materials at for new kinds of engineers to 

. ‘ lower cost. design and operate factories 
into a frontier GE is deeply involved in of the silicon age. They have 

bringing manufacturing into to be as familiar with the reali- 
f of the silicon age. In one plant, ties of the assembly line as 

O crn eatiwity. electronics and computer sys- _ with the protocols of software 
____""_~ tes enable us toreduce pro- communications. 

duction time of a locomotive’s They will synchronize 
diesel engine frame from 16 dozens of real-time systems 

The cast-iron technology of — days to 16 hours. At our dish- whose slightest move affects 
the factory will soon be silicon washer production plant, a the performance of every 
technology. master computer monitors a other system. The frontiers of 

Chips and computers trans- distributed system of pro- manufacturing technology 
fer design information directly grammable controls, robots, have been thrust outward. Old 

@ to the factory floor. Other automated conveyors, ideas have been questioned, 
= c chips make possible flexible | assembly equipment and new ones probed. Some ideas 
N @ robotics, programmable con- —_quatity control stations. are now on production lines. 
s 82 trollers for machine tools, auto- We're working on robots Others are still flickers of light 
oS 3° mated test systems and digital that can see, assembly sys- in an imagination. 
ee ¢€ 3 inspection cameras. Local tems that hear, and machin- All offer opportunities for 
at, 8 - area networks tie together all ery that can adapt to changes _you to seek, to grow, and to 
8 2285 these systems. and perhaps even repair itself. | accomplish. 
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Ifyou can dream it, 
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youcandoit. 
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